
 

 

 

Photo A  
(Photo is non-specific to your car) 

 

 

PACKING REQUIREMENTS  

BOOT LINER 
Minimum x 10 self adhesive loop fastener pads 

 
TAILGATE COVER 

Minimum 16 self-adhesive loop fasteber tabs 

 
 
 
 
 

 

BMW X5 2001-2007  
Ref H0246 

FITTING 

Remove load cover, it can be replaced later. 

Place liner into car and unfold 

BASE:  

• Tailgate end: Slide the pocket over the 'Plastic hinge cover flap’. 
Position the base panel snugly into place. 

• Front end: See photo A; At the seat end of base locate the two ties 
and pass them down into the void between the floor and the seat 
uppers. Access the second row seat base from the passenger door. 
Lift up the base and tie these two ties to the ‘D’ ring section of the 
seat belt catch mechanism.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
SIDES:  

• At tailgate end: Release the small access door panels. Pass the large elastic loops over the 
top of these panels and slide them half way down. The small elastic loops go over the 
protruding plastic catches. Before closing up the door panels realign this part of the liner. 

• The three tabs with hook fastener welds on each side panel: attach self-adhesive loop 
fastener pads to the hook fastener.  Position the rest of the sides snugly into place before 
removing the fastener backing. Locate the two front tabs onto the horizontal part of the 
load space cover runners. The rear attaches to the plastic trim.  
 

TAILGATE COVER 

• Use the self-adhesive fastener pads to attach to the plastic panel. 
 

 

VERY IMPORTANT PREPARATION 

To ensure a good bond, when using the self-adhesive hook & loop fasteners to 
attach the Boot liner to the plastic / metal trim (Not the carpet); it is most 
important to remove silicone film from the vehicle trim. Silicone is applied 

during manufacture and can also be found in many valeting products. It is highly 
likely there will be a build-up of silicone. Before applying any self-adhesive 

fastener pads, the surface MUST be thoroughly cleaned using a silicone remover. 
(The fasteners cannot be used once it has been in contact with silicone). We 
recommend "Intensive Tar Remover” made by AutoGlym and available from 

Halfords. Wipe off thoroughly any residue with a separate clean dry cloth. 

NOTE: the adhesive takes 24hrs to reach full adhesion, do not touch during. 

 

FRONT 
Pass the four hook & loop fstener straps up and around the headrest posts and fasten back onto the 
liner. 
REAR PLUS VERSIONS: Ensure you unfasten the headrest straps before attempting to fold the rear 
seats. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 


